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a b s t r a c t
Value-passing CCS, a full version of Milner’s CCS, is a process algebra in which actions
consist of sending and receiving values through noiseless communication channels. The
full calculus is a succinct yet expressive language for the specification and verification
of reactive systems. Taking into account the reality of channel noise in reactive systems,
in this paper we introduce an extension of value-passing CCS, called value-passing CCS
with noisy channels (VCCSN ), in which noise is described by a probability distribution over
the values. After presenting the reduction operational semantics and labelled operational
semantics of VCCSN , we develop the theory of behavioural equivalence by introducing
barbed equivalence, barbed congruence, bisimilarity, and full bisimilarity. In particular,
we show that barbed equivalence and barbed congruence coincide with bisimilarity
and full bisimilarity, respectively. Based upon the labelled operational semantics of
VCCSN , we establish a probabilistic modal logic for expressing system properties and
show its connection with the notion of bisimilarity. Finally, we use VCCSN to model a
communication protocol for ensuring the reliable transmission of data across an error-
prone channel.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Nowadays, reactive systems are widely and increasingly used throughout society. A reactive system is one that changes
its actions, outputs, and conditions/status in response to interaction with its environment. Examples of typical reactive
systems are network protocols, air traffic control system, programs controlling mechanical devices such as a train, a plane,
or ongoing processes such as a nuclear reactor. Due to their complex nature, such systems are extremely difficult to specify.
Among the numerous specification methodologies for reactive systems, process algebra is an unambiguous, precise, and
implementation independent prototype specification language [5]. The process-algebra approach is concerned with the
description of process behaviours and interactions. The most popular and widely used process algebras include Hoare’s CSP
[27], Bergstra and Klop’s ACP [12], and Milner’s CCS [35] and the π-calculus [37–39].
A common feature of all process algebras is that they represent interactions between independent processes as
communication (message-passing). It is worth noting that in most of the prior research on process algebra, there is an
implicit but essential assumption that all communication channels are noiseless. This entitles that what is received from the
channel is exactly what was sent through it. In some real reactive systems, however, the physical channels such as copper
strings in hardware systems and interoffice trunks in networks are often not completely reliable. When modelling these
systems with traditional process algebras, it seems very difficult to describe the noise of the channels. Several works have
considered noisy channels in program behaviours. These models are simpler than the one presented here. For example,
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Abdulla et al. proposed and systemically studied themodel of lossy channel systems [1–4,29]. Some other practical issues in
communication such as message-loss, location failure, and message failure have been considered by Berger et al. [10,9,11].
Recently, some initial attempts have been made for incorporating Shannon-style information theory [44] into value-
passing process algebras. In [6,7,13,14,17], muchwork has been done to reason about process theory by using Shannon-style
information theory. In terms of modelling, Ying [48] introduced a new version of the π-calculus, called the πN -calculus, to
model mobile systems with noisy channels. In the πN -calculus, the syntax is the same as that of the π-calculus, while the
transition semantics reflects the effect of channel noise. As a result, a probabilistic late transition semantics ofπN replaces the
standard non-probabilistic one for theπ-calculus. In this setting, some concepts of approximate bisimilarity and equivalence
in CCS [50–52] were generalized into the πN -calculus. It is a pity that there is a strong assumption that free names and
bounded names are strictly separated in the πN -calculus; this assumption may cause some problems when using the so-
called open rule of the transition semantics. To avoid these problems, the Cao [16] put aside the assumption at the expense of
partial α-conversion and introduced an early transition semantics of theπN -calculus. Unfortunately, neither of the early and
late semantics coincides exactly with the corresponding one for the π-calculus when considering only noise-free channels.
In this paper, let us turn to a relatively simple process algebra, value-passing CCS (VCCS), introduced in [24,34]. It is
well-known that VCCS is a full version of the basic CCS and the π-calculus has its roots in VCCS. Compared to other process
algebras like the π-calculus, VCCS is a succinct yet expressive specification language, and compared to the basic CCS, it
represents reactive systems more naturally and conveniently. The purpose of the paper is to investigate VCCS with noisy
channels which wewill refer to as VCCSN . Like the πN -calculus, VCCSN has the same syntax as VCCS. The essential difference
between VCCSN and VCCS, which will be described by probabilistic transition semantics, is that the former takes noise into
consideration, which means that the receiver cannot always get exactly what he or she wants to receive.
We present two types of operational semantics for VCCSN : the reduction operational semantics based on an unlabelled
transition system and the labelled operational semantics based on a labelled transition system. The first type describes only
the allowable interactions within a process, while the second one can describe the possible ways a process may interact
with its environment. It turns out that VCCSN reduces to the standard VCCS when all channels involved are noise-free.
With the semantics of VCCSN , we introduce some concepts of behavioural equivalences (such as barbed equivalence, barbed
congruence, and bisimilarity) among processes and discuss their properties. These equivalences follow the exact version of
probabilistic bisimulation [32] that equates twoprocesseswhenever theyperform the sameactionwith the same cumulative
probabilities. Some results of CCS [41] and its probabilistic extension [19] are generalized to VCCSN . In particular, we show
that bisimilarity coincides with barbed equivalence, and moreover, full bisimilarity coincides with barbed congruence. The
importance of the coincidences is that it permits the use of the more tractable bisimilarities to check whether or not two
processes are barbed equivalent or congruent.
As is well known, Hennessy–Milner logic [26] is a kind of modal logic to describe the properties of CCS, which has a
very pleasing connection with the notion of bisimilarity. This logic was extended to probabilistic process algebra in [32].
Based on the labelled operational semantics of VCCSN , we also present a probabilistic modal logic (PML), which enables one
to express properties in a reactive system with noisy channels, and show how PML provides an illuminating alternative
account of bisimilarity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After briefly reviewing VCCS in Section 2, we introduce the two kinds
of operational semantics of VCCSN and their connection in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the theory of behavioural
equivalence, in which we introduce the notions of barbed bisimilarity, barbed equivalence, barbed congruence, bisimilarity,
and full bisimilarity in VCCSN , and explore their properties and relationships as well. In Section 5, we propose a probabilistic
modal logic and show its connection with the notion of bisimilarity. An extended example that models a network protocol
by VCCSN is examined in Section 6. Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss some future work in Section 7.
2. Value-passing CCS
For the convenience of the reader, in this section we recall the syntax and operational semantics of VCCS from [35].
Throughout the paper, let ChN be the set of channel names ranged over by a, b, c, . . .. We write CoN for the set of co-
names, i.e., CoN = {a | a ∈ ChN}, and a = a by convention. Suppose that Var is the set of value variables ranged over by
x, y, . . .. We assume that all values, ranged over by u, v, . . ., belong to a fixed value set Val. Denote byK the set of process
identifiers. For each process identifier A ∈ K , we assume that there is an assigned arity, a non-negative integer, representing
the number of parameters that A takes to form a process term.
The syntax of VCCS is defined by the following BNF grammar:
P,Q ::=

i∈I
πi.Pi | P|Q | P\L | A(v˜)
π ::= c(x) | cv | τ | [x = v]π,
where I is any finite indexing set and L is a finite subset of ChN.
The notation π stands for an action prefix, and there are four kinds of prefixes: output prefix cv, input prefix c(x), the
internal prefix τ , and conditional prefix [x = v]π . A prefixed process π.P has a single capability expressed by π ; the agent
P cannot proceed until that capability has been exercised. The process

i∈I πi.Pi, called a summation or sum, represents a
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Table 1
Operational semantics of VCCS.
[Tau]
τ .P
τ−→ P
[Output]
cv.P
cv−→ P
[Input]
c(x).P
cv−→ P{v/x}
[Sum] π.P
α−→ P ′
π.P +M α−→ P ′
[Par] P
α−→ P ′
P|Q α−→ P ′|Q
[Com] P
cv−→ P ′ Q cv−→ Q ′
P|Q τ−→ P ′|Q ′
[Res] P
α−→ P ′
P\L α−→ P ′\L
chan(α) ∩ L = ∅ [Mat] π.P
α−→ P ′
[x = v]π.P α−→ P ′
if x = v
[Rec] P{v˜/x˜}
α−→ P ′
A(v˜)
α−→ P ′
A(x˜) def= P
Fig. 1. Vending machine.
nondeterministic choice, which can enact one πi.Pi. As usual, 0 is the empty sum, a designated process symbol that can do
nothing; we often omit it after a prefix, writing for example τ .0 as τ . Also, we often use M,M ′ to stand for summations. A
parallel composition P|Q represents the combined behaviour of P and Q executing in parallel. P\L is a channel restriction,
whose behaviour is like that of P except that any capability which P may have of communicating through any channel
a such that either a or a lies in the restricted set L is lost. [x = v]π.P checks the value of x and continues execution of
process π.P if x is equal to v. A(v˜) is defined recursively by associating to each such identifier a defining equation of the
form A(x1, . . . , xn)
def= P and the length of v˜ equals the arity of A.
Denote by Pr the set of all process expressions in VCCS. For a channel restriction P\L, any channel name or co-name in
L ∪ L is said to be a bound name. For any P ∈ Pr, let L(P) be the set of free (i.e., not bound) channel names or co-names
occurring in P . As usual, we write {v1, . . . , vn/x1, . . . , xn} for substitutions of values for variables, and denote by P{v/x} the
result of substituting v for all free occurrences of x in P .
We use the general notion of a labelled transition system (Pr, Act,−→) to formally represent the semantics of VCCS,
where−→⊆ Pr× Act × Pr and Act is the set of actions, namely
Act ::= {av, bv, cv, . . . } ∪ {av, bv, cv, . . . } ∪ {τ }.
As usual, we use the more intuitive notation P
α−→ P ′ instead of (P, α, P ′) ∈−→. Finally, the structural operational
semantics of VCCS is defined in Table 1, where chan(cv) = chan(cv) = {c} and chan(τ ) = ∅. Note that the symmetric
forms of [Sum], [Par], and [Com] are elided from the table. The [Input] rule is presented in the scheme of early instantiation,
where the early and late terminology is based upon when a variable (placeholder) is instantiated in inferring an interaction
(see [28] or [42] for details).
The following is a classic example about a coffee/tea vending machine modelled by VCCS.
Example 2.1. Consider the coffee/tea vending machine depicted in Fig. 1.
Suppose thatVal = {3, 5, f , t}, and suppose that themachineMac provides a cupof tea (respectively, coffee) if a customer
P inserts three (respectively, five) coins. The behaviour of the machine is described by the VCCS process
Mac def= c(x).([x = 3]ot.Mac + [x = 5]of .Mac).
The customer P1 that requests tea is described as
P1
def= c 3.P1,
whereas P2 asking for coffee is described as
P2
def= c 5.P2.
When a customer inserts three (respectively, five) coins, a cup of tea (respectively, coffee) is sent out and the machine
returns to its initial state, ready to accept the request of the next customer, if the channels c and o are noise-free.
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This corresponds to the following transitions
Mac|P1 τ−→ ([3 = 3]ot.Mac + [3 = 5]of .Mac)|P1 ot−→ Mac|P1;
Mac|P2 τ−→ ([5 = 3]ot.Mac + [5 = 5]of .Mac)|P2 of−→ Mac|P2.
3. Value-passing CCS with noisy channels
Asmentioned in introduction, there is an implicit but essential assumption in the traditional VCCS that all communication
channels are noise-free. This means that the value received via a channel is the same as what was purposely sent. In this
section, we introduce a new version of value-passing CCS, called value-passing CCS with noisy channels (VCCSN ), in which
noise may happen when processes communicate with each other.
VCCSN has the same syntax as VCCS. The noise in VCCSN will be represented by its operational semantics. The reason
why we use the same syntax but different semantics is that in general, noise only happens when there is communication
between systems. It means that we do not realize the noise in a channel until a value is transmitted along the channel.
According to Shannon’s information theory [44], we describe noise in a statistic way. Following [16,48], let us suppose
that the noisy channels in VCCSN are memoryless, and thus we may associate each pair of channel name c and value v with
a probability distribution pc(vi|v), where vi ranges over the set of values and satisfiesvi pc(vi|v) = 1. For any value vi,
pc(vi|v) indicates the probability that vi is received via the channel c at the end of inputting when v is sent along it. For
simplicity, we suppose that for any channel c , the set {vi | pc(vi|v) > 0} is finite. It turns out that each channel c ∈ ChN is
characterized by a matrix
Mc = [pc(vi | v)]v,vi∈Val,
which is called a channel matrix. Clearly, a channel c is noise-free if and only ifMc is the identity matrix over Val.
We are now in the position to present the two kinds of operational semantics for VCCSN : the reduction operational
semantics and labelled operational semantics.
3.1. Reduction operational semantics
Reduction operational semantics, introduced in [36], represents interactions using an unlabelled transition system. Let us
begin with the concept of α-conversion. Because probabilities are assigned to channels, α-conversion can apply only when
the fresh name respects the same distributions as the original one. For example, consider P def= (a 3|a(x).([x = 3]o 3+ [x =
5]o 5))\{a} and Q def= (b 3|b(x).([x = 3]o 3+[x = 5]o 5))\{b}. They are usually identified in VCCS by applying α-conversion.
However, if one of the channels is noisy, say pa(3|3) = 0.8 and pb(5|3) = 0.2, then it is obvious that we cannot identify P
and Q since they have different behaviour. Therefore, we need to extend the standard α-conversion as follows.
Definition 3.1 (αN -convertibility).
(1) c(x).P = c(y).P{y/x} if y does not occur in P;
(2) P\{a} = P{b/a}\{b} if b does not occur in P andMb = Ma.
Clearly, the above definition reduces to the standard α-conversion of VCCS if all channels are noise-free. To state the
reduction operational semantics, it is convenient to have the notion of structural congruence, which is a collection of axioms
that allow manipulation of term structure.
Definition 3.2. Structural congruence, written≡N , is the congruence on processes that satisfies the following rules:
(1) Change of bound names using αN -conversion.
(2) Reordering of terms in a summation.
(3) P|0 ≡N P , P|Q ≡N Q |P , and P|(Q |R) ≡N (P|Q )|R.
(4) [v = v]π.P ≡N π.P .
(5) [x = u][y = v]P ≡N [y = v][x = u]P .
(6) [x = u][x = v]P ≡N 0 if u ≠ v.
(7) (P|Q )\L ≡N P|Q\L ifL(P) ∩ (L ∪ L) = ∅, and 0\L ≡N 0.
(8) A(v˜) ≡N P{v˜/x˜} if A(x˜) def= P .
We say that process P and Q are structurally congruent if P ≡N Q can be inferred from the rules listed above. With the
help of structural congruence, we are now ready to define how the different concurrent components of a process can react
one with another. The reaction relation−→ over Pr is given by those transition rules in Table 2, wherei∈I pi/Pi satisfying
i∈I pi = 1 stands for a probability distribution overPr. The intuitivemeaning of P −→

i∈I pi/Pi is that process P becomes
Pi with probability pi after the reaction. The [Tau] rule allows the internal action and the [React] rule allows reaction between
an output action and an input action along the same channel, regardless of what the summandM orM ′ is.
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Table 2
Reduction operational semantics of VCCSN .
[Tau]
τ .P +M −→ 1/P
[React]
(c(x).P +M)|(cv.Q +M ′) −→i∈I pi/P{vi/x}|Q I = {i | pi = pc(vi|v) > 0}
[Par] P −→

i∈I pi/Pi
P|Q −→i∈I pi/Pi|Q [Res] P −→

i∈I pi/Pi
P\L −→i∈I pi/Pi\L
[Struct] P −→

i∈I pi/Pi
Q −→i∈I pi/Qi if P ≡N Q and Pi ≡N Qi for each i ∈ I
Table 3
Labelled operational semantics of VCCSN .
[Tau]
τ .P
τ−→ 1/P
[Output]
cv.P
cv−→ 1/P
[Input]
c(x).P
cv−→i∈I pi/P{vi/x} I = {i | pi = pc(vi|v) > 0}
[Sum] π.P
α−→i∈I pi/Pi
π.P +M α−→i∈I pi/Pi [Par]
P
α−→i∈I pi/Pi
P|Q α−→i∈I pi/Pi|Q
[Com] P
cv−→i∈I pi/Pi Q cv−→ Q ′
P|Q τ−→i∈I pi/Pi|Q ′ [Res]
P
α−→i∈I pi/Pi
P\L α−→i∈I pi/Pi\L chan(α) ∩ L = ∅
[Mat] π.P
α−→i∈I pi/Pi
[x = v]π.P α−→i∈I pi/Pi if x = v [Rec]
P{v˜/x˜} α−→i∈I pi/Pi
A(v˜)
α−→i∈I pi/Pi A(x˜) def= P
Let us examine an example of applying these rules.
Example 3.1. Suppose that there is a copy machine and the space of values consist of two elements: 0 and 1. The behaviour
of the machine is described as
Copy def= in(x).out x.Copy.
The user of the copier is described as
User def= in 0.User + in 1.User.
The channel ‘‘in’’ is a noisy channel. We assume that pin(0|0) = 0.98, pin(1|0) = 0.02, pin(0|1) = 0.02, and pin(1|1) = 0.98.
According to the rules in Table 2, it is easy to check that the possible transitions are:
(Copy | User)\{in} −→ 0.98/out 1.Copy | User + 0.02/out 0.Copy | User
(Copy | User)\{in} −→ 0.02/out 1.Copy | User + 0.98/out 0.Copy | User.
3.2. Labelled operational semantics
The labelled operational semantics of VCCSN is givenby aprobabilistic transition relation in Table 3. Similar to the reaction
rules, the intuitive meaning of P
α−→i∈I pi/Pi is that process P performs action α and becomes Pi with probability pi. Let
us remark that the labelled operational semantics of VCCSN reduces to that of the standard VCCS when all channels are
noise-free.
It should be pointed out that in our labelled operational semantics of VCCSN , noise has been modelled as happening at
the end of inputting. It is more in line with our intuition that a noise is observed at the receiving but not at the sending,
particularly in the context that there is an unpredictable delay between output and input. This treatment can be viewed as
a late noise instantiation schema, and moreover it gives rise to a simple Segala system in the sense of [8,43]. An alternative
treatment is the early noise instantiation schema, which has three interpretations. The first one is that the noise issues from
the output. In this case, the [Output] and [Input] rules are as follows
cv.P
cvi−→ pi/P
pi = pc(vi|v) > 0
c(x).P
cv−→ 1/P{v/x}
.
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Fig. 2. Transition graphs of VCCSN processes.
The second one is that the noise is instantiated at the beginning of inputting, which means that
cv.P
cv−→ 1/P c(x).P cvi−→ pi/P{vi/x}
pi = pc(vi|v) > 0.
Finally, a more general interpretation is that the noise happens at both output and the beginning of inputting. In this case,
the [Output] and [Input] rules can be represented as
cv.P
cvi−→ pi/P
pi = pc(vi|v) > 0
c(x).P
cvi−→ pi/P{vi/x}
pi = pc(vi|v) > 0,
if the channel c was assumed to have the same channel matrix for output and input. In addition, we need to modify the
[Com] rule in each case. It is easy to see that the system types corresponding to the three early noise instantiations are Segala
systems [8,43], in which some behavioural equivalences are more complicated than they are in simple Segala systems. For
simplicity, we thus focus on the late noise instantiation, and defer the early noise instantiations for future study.
As an example of applying the rules in Table 3, we revisit Example 2.1.
Example 3.2. Let us turn to Example 2.1. Recall thatMac def= c(x).([x = 3]ot.Mac+[x = 5]of .Mac) and P1 def= c 3.P1. Suppose
now that noise is inherent in some channels. Assume that pc(3|3) = 0.9, pc(5|3) = 0.1, pc(5|5) = 0.8, and pc(3|5) = 0.2;
and the others are specified in the obvious way. In this setting, for instance, the customer P1 who inserts three coins may
not get a cup of tea as he or she wants exactly due to the noise. In Fig. 2, we draw the transition graphs of processes Mac
andMac|P1, where
Mac ′ def= [3 = 3]ot.Mac + [3 = 5]of .Mac andMac ′′ def= [5 = 3]ot.Mac + [5 = 5]of .Mac.
From Fig. 2, it is clear that the probability that the machine delivers a cup of tea correctly is 0.9 and it may deliver a cup of
coffee with probability 0.1 when three coins are inserted.
We have now introduced two kinds of operational semantics of VCCSN . There is a close connection between them, that
is, the reduction relation and the τ -transition relation agree, up to structural congruence. Before giving the proposition, we
provide two lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. If P α−→ i∈I pi/P ′i and P ≡N Q , then there exists Q ′i , i ∈ I , such that Q α−→ i∈I pi/Q ′i and P ′i ≡N Q ′i for each
i ∈ I .
Proof. By induction on the length of the derivation of the transition from P using labelled transition rules. 
Lemma 3.2. (1) If P cv−→ 1/P ′, then there are M, P1, P2, and L such that
P ≡N ((cv.P1 +M) | P2)\L and P ′ ≡N (P1 | P2)\L,
where c is not restricted by L.
(2) If P
cv−→i∈I pi/P ′i , then there are M, P1, P2, and L such that
P ≡N ((c(x).P1 +M) | P2)\L and P ′i ≡N (P1{vi/x} | P2)\L,
where c is not restricted by L.
Proof. By straightforward induction on the length of the derivation of the transition from P using labelled transition rules.
Here, we only prove (2) since the proof of (1) is similar. Let us consider all possible cases of the last step of the inference.
(i) Case inferred by [Input]. In this case, P = c(x).P ′ and the transition follows from the following rule
[Input]
c(x).P ′ cv−→
i∈I
pi/P ′{vi/x}
I = {i | pi = pc(vi|v) > 0}.
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Taking P1 = P ′, P2 = 0,M = 0 and L = ∅, we get by Definition 3.2 that
P ≡N (c(x).P1 +M) | P2 | 0 ≡N (c(x).P1 +M) | P2 | (0\L)
≡N ((c(x).P1 +M) | P2 | 0)\L ≡N ((c(x).P1 +M) | P2)\L
and P ′i = P ′{vi/x} = P1{vi/x} ≡N (P1{vi/x} | P2)\L.
(ii) Case inferred by [Sum]. In this case, P = c(x).Q +M ′ and the transition follows from the rule below:
[Sum]
c(x).Q
cv−→
i∈I
pi/Q {vi/x}
c(x).Q +M ′ cv−→
i∈I
pi/Q {vi/x}
.
SettingM = M ′, P1 = Q , P2 = 0, and L = ∅, we have that
P ≡N ((c(x).P1 +M) | P2) | 0 ≡N (c(x).P1 +M) | P2 | (0\L)
≡N ((c(x).P1 +M) | P2 | 0)\L ≡N ((c(x).P1 +M) | P2)\L
and P ′i = Q {vi/x} = P1{vi/x} ≡N (P1{vi/x} | P2)\L, as desired.
(iii) Case inferred by [Par]. In this case, P = Q |R and the transition follows from the rule below:
[Par]
Q
cv−→
i∈I
pi/Si
Q |R cv−→
i∈I
pi/Si|R
.
We know by induction hypothesis that there are M ′,Q ′1,Q
′
2, and L
′ such that Q ≡N ((c(x).Q ′1 +M ′) | Q ′2)\L′, Si ≡N
(Q ′1{vi/x} | Q ′2)\L′, and c ∉ L′. IfL(R) ∩ (L′ ∪ L′) ≠ ∅, by αN -converting Q we have that Q ≡N ((c(x).Q1 +M) | Q2)\L,
Si ≡N (Q1{vi/x} | Q2)\L,L(R) ∩ (L ∪ L) = ∅, and c ∉ L for some Q1,Q2,M , and L. IfL(R) ∩ (L′ ∪ L′) = ∅, we may take
Q1 = Q ′1, Q2 = Q ′2,M = M ′, and L = L′. In either case, we have that
P ≡N ((c(x).Q1 +M) | Q2)\L | R
≡N ((c(x).Q1 +M) | Q2 | R)\L
≡N ((c(x).Q1 +M) | (Q2 | R))\L
and P ′i = Si|R ≡N (Q1{vi/x} | Q2)\L | R ≡N (Q1{vi/x} | (Q2|R))\L, as desired.
(iv) Case inferred by [Res]. In this case, P = Q\L′ and the transition follows from the rule below:
[Res]
Q
cv−→
i∈I
pi/Q ′i
Q\L′ cv−→
i∈I
pi/Q ′i \L′
chan(cv) ∩ L′ = ∅.
By induction hypothesis, there areM, P1, P2, and L′′ such that Q ≡N ((c(x).P1 +M) | P2)\L′′, Q ′i ≡N (P1{vi/x} | P2)\L′′
and c ∉ L′′. Setting L = L′ ∪ L′′, we see that c ∉ L since chan(cv) ∩ L′ = ∅ and c ∉ L′′. Moreover, we obtain that
P ≡N ((c(x).P1 +M) | P2)\(L′′ ∪ L′)
≡N ((c(x).P1 +M) | P2)\L
and P ′i = Q ′i \L′ ≡N (P1{vi/x} | P2)\L, as desired.
(v) Case inferred by [Mat]. In this case, P = [x = v]π.P ′ and the transition follows from the following rule
[Mat]
π.P ′ cv−→
i∈I
pi/P ′i
[x = v]π.P ′ cv−→
i∈I
pi/P ′i
if x = v.
By induction hypothesis, there areM, P1, P2, and L such that π.P ′ ≡N ((c(x).P1 +M) | P2)\L, P ′i ≡N (P1{vi/x} | P2)\L,
and c ∉ L. As x = v, we get that
P ≡N [v = v]π.P ′ ≡N π.P ′ ≡N ((c(x).P1 +M) | P2)\L
and P ′i ≡N (P1{vi/x} | P2)\L, as desired.
(vi) Case inferred by [Rec]. In this case, the transition follows from the rule below:
[Rec]
P{v˜/x˜} cv−→
i∈I
pi/Pi
A(v˜)
cv−→
i∈I
pi/Pi
A(x˜) def= P.
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We have by induction hypothesis that there are M, P1, P2, and L such that P{v˜/x˜} ≡N ((c(x).P1 + M) | P2)\L,
P ′i ≡N (P1{vi/x} | P2)\L, and c ∉ L. Since A(x˜) def= P , we see that
A(v˜) ≡N P{v˜/x˜} ≡N ((c(x).P1 +M) | P2)\L
and P ′i ≡N (P1{vi/x} | P2)\L, as desired. This completes the proof of (2). 
The following proposition shows us the relationship between the reduction relation and the τ -transition relation.
Proposition 3.3. For any P ∈ Pr, P −→i∈I pi/Pi if and only if there exists P ′i ∈ Pr such that P τ−→i∈I pi/P ′i and P ′i ≡N Pi.
Proof. We first show the necessity by induction on the length of the derivation of the transition from P using reduction
rules. Consider all the possible cases of the last step of the inference.
(i) Case inferred by [React]. In this case, P = (c(x).R+M)|(cv.Q +M ′) and the transition is derived like
[React]
(c(x).R+M)|(cv.Q +M ′) −→
i∈I
pi/R{vi/x}|Q
where I = {i | pi = pc(vi|v) > 0}. Then according to the [Com] rule in the labelled operational semantics, we have that
[Com]
c(x).R+M cv−→
i∈I
pi/R{vi/x} cv.Q +M ′ cv−→ Q
(c(x).R+M)|(cv.Q +M ′) τ−→
i∈I
pi/R{vi/x}|Q
and obviously we also have that R{vi/x}|Q ≡N R{vi/x}|Q .
(ii) Case inferred by [Tau]. In this case, P is τ .P ′ + M and the transition P τ−→ 1/P ′ follows by the [Tau] rule in labelled
transition semantics.
(iii) Case inferred by [Par]. In this case, P = Q |R and the transition is derived like
[Par]
Q −→
i∈I
pi/Qi
Q |R −→
i∈I
pi/Qi|R .
By induction hypothesis, for each i there exists Q ′i such that Q
τ−→ i∈I pi/Q ′i and Q ′i ≡N Qi. According to the [Par]
rule in labelled operational semantics, we have that Q |R τ−→i∈I pi/Q ′i |R, where Q ′i |R ≡N Qi|R.
(iv) Case inferred by [Res]. Similar to the [Par] rule.
(v) Case inferred by [Struct]. In this case, the transition is derived like
[Struct]
Q −→
i∈I
pi/Qi
P −→
i∈I
pi/Pi
where P ≡N Q and Pi ≡N Qi for each i ∈ I . By induction hypothesis, for each i there is Q ′i such that Q τ−→

i∈I pi/Q
′
i
and Q ′i ≡N Qi. By Lemma 3.1, we have that P τ−→

i∈I pi/P
′
i and P
′
i ≡N Q ′i . It follows that P ′i ≡N Pi, sine Q ′i ≡N Qi and
Pi ≡N Qi for each i.
For the converse direction, we can prove it by induction on the length of the derivation of the transition from P using
labelled transition rules. Consider all the possible cases of the last step of the inference.
(i) Cases inferred by [Tau] or [Sum]: P is τ .P ′ or τ .P ′ +M , and P −→ 1/P ′ follows directly by the [Tau] rule in reduction
semantics.
(ii) Case inferred by [Com]: P is Q |R, Q cv−→i∈I pi/Q ′i , and R cv−→ 1/R′. By Lemma 3.2, there areM, R1, R2,M ′,Q1,Q2, L,
and L′ such that R ≡N ((cv.R1 + M ′) | R2)\L′, Q ≡N ((c(x).Q1 + M) | Q2)\L, R′ ≡N R1|R2, and Q ′i ≡N Q1i |Q2. We can
now use the [Par] and [React] rules to get that Q |R −→i∈I pi/Q ′i |R′.
(iii) Cases inferred by [Par], [Res], [Mat], or [Rec]: The result follows by a simple use of induction. We thus finish the proof
of the proposition. 
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4. Behavioural equivalences
In this section, we look at some fundamental behavioural equivalences on VCCSN processes, which include barbed
bisimilarity, barbed equivalence, barbed congruence, bisimilarity, and full bisimilarity. The first three equivalences, which
will be investigated in the first subsection, are based upon the reduction operational semantics of VCCSN , while bisimilarity
and full bisimilarity, explored in the second subsection, are based on the labelled operational semantics. In the third
subsection, we prove the main result of this section, the so-called characterization theorem, which asserts that barbed
equivalence and barbed congruence coincide with bisimilarity and full bisimilarity, respectively.
4.1. Barbed congruence
This subsection is devoted to barbed bisimilarity, barbed equivalence, and barbed congruence. The former is defined via
a kind of probabilistic bisimulation involving reaction and a notion of observation. Two processes are barbed congruent if
the processes obtained by placing them into an arbitrary context are barbed bisimilar. As we will see, barbed equivalence is
a notion between barbed bisimilarity and barbed congruence.
Let us begin with some basic notions. The transitive closure of a binary relationR on Pr is theminimal transitive relation
R∗ on Pr that contains R, that is, if (P,Q ) ∈ R∗, then there exist P0, . . . , Pn ∈ Pr satisfying that P = P0, Q = Pn, and
(Pi−1, Pi) ∈ R for i = 1, . . . , n. Thus, ifR and S are two equivalence relations on Pr, then so is (R ∪ S)∗. It turns out that
(R ∪ S)∗ is the smallest equivalence relation containing bothR and S.
To state some facts about probability distributions, one further bit of notationwill be handy: For an arbitrary equivalence
relationR ⊆ Pr× Pr, we write Pr/R for the set of equivalence classes induced byR. For any equivalence class C ∈ Pr/R
and probability distribution µ over Pr, we set µ(C) =P∈C µ(P). Let µ and η be two probability distributions over Pr. We
say that µ and η areR-equivalent, written µ ≡R η, if µ(C) = η(C) for every equivalence class C ∈ Pr/R.
Before introducing barbed bisimilarity, we need a notion of observation. We write P ↓ if P ≡N ((cv.P1 + M) | P2)\L or
P ≡N ((c(x).P1 +M) | P2)\L, where in each case c ∉ L ∪ L; otherwise, P is said to be inactive.
Definition 4.1. An equivalence relationR ⊆ Pr× Pr is called a barbed bisimulation if for any (P,Q ) ∈ R,
(1) P −→ µ implies Q −→ η for some η satisfying µ ≡R η;
(2) P ↓ implies Q ↓.
Clause (1), together with Clause (2), captures the fact that the related processes not only have the exactly same internal
actions, but should also have the same pace to do some interactions, no matter what the interactions are.
Because the union of equivalence relations may not be an equivalence relation, the union of barbed bisimulations is not
a barbed bisimulation in general. Nevertheless, we have the following observation.
Proposition 4.1. Let
≃N= (iRi)∗, where Ri is a barbed bisimulation on Pr. Then ≃N is the largest barbed bisimulation on
Pr.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that
≃N is a barbed bisimulation on Pr. Suppose that (P,Q ) ∈ ≃N , P −→ η0, and P ↓. Then
there are P0, . . . , Pn ∈ Pr and barbed bisimulationsR1′ , . . . ,Rn′ such that P = P0, Q = Pn, (Pi−1, Pi) ∈ Ri′ , and Pi ↓, where
i = 1, . . . , n. Therefore, it holds thatQ ↓, and by definition, there exist η1, . . . , ηn such that Pi −→ ηi and ηi−1(Ci′) = ηi(Ci′)
for i = 1, . . . , n and any Ci′ ∈ Pr/Ri′ . Note that for any C ∈ Pr/ ≃N andRi′ , it follows fromRi′ ⊆ ≃N that C = j Ci′j for
some Ci′j ∈ Pr/Ri′ , and moreover,j Ci′j is a disjoint union since every Ci′j is an equivalence class. We thus have that
ηi−1(C) = ηi−1

j
Ci′j

=

j
ηi−1(Ci′j) =

j
ηi(Ci′j) = ηi(C)
for each i = 1, . . . , n. Thismeans that η0(C) = ηn(C), namely η0 ≡ ≃N ηn. Hence,
≃N is a barbed bisimulation, as desired. 
The largest barbed bisimulation
≃N is called barbed bisimilarity. In other words, two processes P and Q are barbed
bisimilar, written P
≃N Q , if and only if there is a barbed bisimulation that relates them.
As a process equivalence, barbed bisimilarity is unsatisfactory. For instance, consider P def= τ + c¯ 5 and Q def= τ + b¯ 3. We
have that P and Q are barbed bisimilar; however, it is easy to see that they have different transitions. Nevertheless, barbed
bisimilaritywill underpin two stronger behavioural equivalences: barbed equivalence and barbed congruence. To state their
definitions, we need a notion of process contexts defined as follows.
Definition 4.2. Process contexts C are given by the syntax
C ::= [ ] | c(x).C | cv.C | τ .C | C + P | P + C | C\L | C|P | P|C | [x = v]π.C.
A non-input context is a process context in which [ ] does not occur under an input prefix.
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Wewrite C[Q ] for the result of using the process Q to fill the hole [ ] in the context C. Now, it is time for us to make the
following definition.
Definition 4.3. Two processes P and Q are barbed equivalent, written P ≃N Q , if it holds that C(P) ≃N C(Q ) for every
non-input context C.
Let us point out that P def= τ + c¯ 5 and Q def= τ + b¯ 3 in the previous example are not barbed equivalent, since they may
have different transitions under a parallel context such as C = [ ] | c(x).
It follows immediately from definition that barbed equivalent processes are barbed bisimilar, namely≃N⊆ ≃N . Although
stronger than barbed bisimilarity, barbed equivalence is not a congruence relation on Pr since it is not preserved by input
prefix. Let us move one step more to reach the goal of congruence.
Definition 4.4. Two processes P and Q are barbed congruent, written P ≃cN Q , if it holds that C(P)
≃N C(Q ) for every
context C.
It is trivial by definition that≃cN⊆≃N . With the auxiliary notion of context, we have improved barbed bisimilarity into a
congruence. In fact, the resultant congruence≃cN is the largest one included in≃N .
Proposition 4.2. ≃cN is the largest congruence included in≃N .
Proof. First, it is obvious that≃cN is the largest congruence included in
≃N . Thanks to≃cN⊆≃N ⊆
≃N , we see that≃cN is the
largest congruence included in≃N . 
The definition of barbed congruence is often difficult to apply directly, because it involves universal quantification over
contexts. In the next subsection, we turn to a form of bisimilarity that is sometimes helpful for showing that processes are
barbed congruent.
4.2. Bisimilarity
In this subsection, we first introduce the notions of bisimilarity and full bisimilarity in VCCSN , and then disclose the
relationships between them and the behavioural equivalences discussed in the last subsection.
Let us begin with bisimilarity, one of the most important behavioural equivalences in process algebra.
Definition 4.5. An equivalence relation R ⊆ Pr × Pr is called a bisimulation if for any (P,Q ) ∈ R and for any α ∈ Act,
P
α−→ µ implies Q α−→ η for some η such that µ ≡R η.
Intuitively, we say that two processes are bisimilar whenever they derive bisimulation classes with the same cumulative
probability after performing the same action.
Proposition 4.3. Let∼N= (iRi)∗, whereRi is a bisimulation on Pr. Then∼N is the largest bisimulation on Pr.
Proof. It is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.1. 
Bisimilarity on Pr refers to ∼N , that is, two processes P and Q are bisimilar, written P ∼N Q , if and only if (P,Q ) ∈ R
for some bisimulationR.
It should be pointed out that although the notion of bisimilarity here is a generalization of the usual bisimilarity in
VCCS, there is no mutual implication between them. For example, consider P def= (a 3|a(x).([x = 3]c 3 + [x = 5]c 5))\{a}
and Q def= τ .c 3. It is easy to check that P and Q are bisimilar in VCCS, but P and Q are not bisimilar in VCCSN whenever
pa(3|3) < 1. If Q ′ def= τ .c 5 and pa(5|3) = 1, we have that P and Q ′ are bisimilar in VCCSN although they are not bisimilar in
VCCS.
Bisimilarity in VCCSN has the following properties.
Proposition 4.4. (1) (P|Q )\L ∼N (P\L|Q\L) ifL(P) ∩L(Q ) ∩ (L ∪ L) = ∅.
(2) P\L ∼N P ifL(P) ∩ (L ∪ L) = ∅.
(3) P\K\L ∼N P\(K ∪ L).
(4) (

i∈I πi.Pi)\L ∼N

i∈I(πi.Pi)\L.
(5) [x = v]π.P ∼N 0 if x ≠ v.
(6) [x = v]π.P ∼N π.P if x = v.
Proof. All these laws can be proved easily by exhibiting appropriate bisimulations. Here we only present the proof of (2),
and the others are similar.
For (2), suppose that
R = {(P\L, P) | P ∈ Pr,L(P) ∩ (L ∪ L) = ∅}∗.
Let us show thatR is a bisimulation on Pr. First of all, it is obvious thatR is an equivalence relation. If (P\L, P) ∈ R, then
P
α−→ µ implies that chan(α) ∩ L = ∅ due to the condition thatL(P) ∩ (L ∪ L) = ∅. Thus, we get that P\L α−→ µ and see
that µ ≡R µ. For other elements ofR, the proof is similar. It follows by definition thatR is a bisimulation, as desired. 
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We now show that bisimilarity is preserved by various combinators in VCCSN .
Proposition 4.5. Suppose that P1 ∼N P2. Then
(1) τ .P1 ∼N τ .P2.
(2) cv.P1 ∼N cv.P2.
(3) P1 +M ∼N P2 +M if P1 and P2 can be regarded as summands.
(4) P1|Q ∼N P2|Q .
(5) P1\L ∼N P2\L.
(6) [x = v]π.P1 ∼N [x = v]π.P2 if π is not an input prefix.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 4.4 by exhibiting appropriate bisimulations. It is trivial, so we only give the
proof of (4) here.
For (4), let us take
R = {(P1|Q , P2|Q ) | P1 ∼N P2}∗
and show thatR is a bisimulation on Pr. It is obvious thatR is an equivalence relation. Suppose that (P1|Q , P2|Q ) ∈ R and
P1
α−→ µ, where µ can be written asi∈I pi/Si. Then we obtain by P1 ∼N P2 that P2 α−→ η for some η =i∈I ′ pi/Ti such
that µ ≡∼N η. We need to consider the following three cases.
The first case is that P1 does a transition. This yields that P1|Q α−→ µ′ and µ′ can be written asi∈I pi/Si|Q . It is easy to
get that P2|Q α−→ η′ and η′ can be written asi∈I ′ pi/Ti|Q . Since µ ≡∼N η, we get that µ(C) = η(C) for every equivalence
class C induced by∼N . Then by the construction ofR, we have that µ′(C ′) = η′(C ′) for every equivalence class C ′ induced
byR.
The second case is that Q does a transition. It is trivial.
The last case is that P1 | Q performs communication using the following derivation:
[Com]
P1
cv−→
i∈I
pi/Si Q
cv−→ Q ′
P1|Q τ−→ µ′
where µ′ can be written as

i∈I pi/Si|Q ′. By the [Com] rule we can get that P2|Q τ−→ η′ and η′ can be written as
i∈I ′ pi/Ti|Q ′. Since µ ≡∼N η, we get that µ(C) = η(C) for every equivalence class C induced by ∼N . Then by the
construction of R, we have that µ′(C ′) = η′(C ′) for every equivalence class C ′ induced by R. This completes the prof
of the proposition. 
Note that in the above proposition, we cannot have a rule of the form π.P1 ∼N π.P2 when P1 ∼N P2. The following
counter-example serves: [x = 5]au ∼N 0 if x ≠ 5, but c(x).[x = 5]au ≁N c(x) when pc(5|v) = 1 for every v ∈ Val. The
essence of this example is that bisimilarity is not preserved by substitution. In seeking a congruence based on action, let us
recall the concept of full bisimilarity from [39].
Definition 4.6. Let P,Q ∈ Pr, and let X be the set of all free variables appearing in P or Q . Then P and Q are said to be full
bisimilar, denoted by P ∼cN Q , if P{v/x} ∼N Q {v/x} for every x ∈ X and v ∈ Val.
The notion of full bisimilarity for closed processes, which have no free variables, was dubbed in [25]. Clearly, for two
closed processes S and T , we have that S ∼cN T whenever S ∼N T .
As expected, structurally congruent processes are full bisimilar.
Proposition 4.6. P ≡N Q implies P ∼cN Q .
Proof. A straightforward induction on the structure of≡N . 
To state the next result, let us recall that an equivalence relation R on Pr is called a non-input congruence if
(C[P],C[Q ]) ∈ R for every non-input context C whenever (P,Q ) ∈ R.
Proposition 4.7.
(1) ∼N is a non-input congruence.
(2) If P{v/x} ∼N Q {v/x} for every v ∈ Val, then c(x).P ∼N c(x).Q .
(3) ∼cN is the largest congruence included in∼N .
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Proof. (1) It follows immediately from Proposition 4.5.
(2) Consider
R = {(c(x).P, c(x).Q ) | P{v/x} ∼N Q {v/x}}∗.
It is easy to prove thatR is a bisimulation by definition since either c(x).P or c(x).Q has only one possible action, and we
omit the details here.
(3) Actually there are two aspects of this assertion that we have to prove: One is that∼cN is a congruence, and the other is
that it is the largest one. By induction on contexts, we can easily prove that∼cN is a congruence. Here we focus on the second
part. Suppose that another relation ≈ is a congruence included in∼N and P ≈ Q . Take
Ci
def= (cvi|c(x)).[ ]\{c},
where c is fresh and pc(vi|vi) = 1 for every vi ∈ Val. It yields thatCi[P] ≈ Ci[Q ]. Therefore,Ci[P] ∼N Ci[Q ] for all i. Because
Ci[P] τ−→ 1/P{vi/x} and Ci[Q ] τ−→ 1/Q {vi/x},
we get that P{vi/x} ∼N Q {vi/x}, which means that P{v/x} ∼N Q {v/x} for every v ∈ Val. Hence, P ∼cN Q , finishing the
proof. 
4.3. Characterization theorem
We are now in the position to show that barbed equivalence and barbed congruence coincide with bisimilarity and full
bisimilarity, respectively. It means that we can use the more tractable bisimilarities to prove that processes are barbed
equivalent and congruent.
Theorem 4.8 (Characterization Theorem). (1) ≃N =∼N
(2) ≃cN =∼cN .
Before giving the proof, let us establish a lemma. For subsequent need, we set α = ava and recursively define
K0
def= τ .α and Kγ def= τ .(α + τ .Kγ−1).
Lemma 4.9. Suppose that P and Q are inactive processes, and γ1 ≠ γ2. Then P|Kγ1 and Q |Kγ2 are not barbed bisimilar.
Proof. By induction on γ1, we can easily prove that γ2 = γ1 if P|Kγ1
≃N Q |Kγ2 . 
Let us prove the above characterization theorem.
Proof of Theorem 4.8. For (1), it is not difficult to get by definition that∼N⊆≃N , and we only need to verify the converse
inclusion ≃N⊆∼N . Let P ≃N Q and L = L(P) ∪ L(Q ). Suppose that L = {li|i ∈ I} and chan(α) = {a} ⊈ L. We take the
context
C = ([ ]|N)\L,
where N def= i∈I livi.τ .(α + τ .τ .(τ .Ki + α)+ τ .N)with vi ∈ Val. When P ≃N Q , it gives rise to C[P] ≃N C[Q ]. Therefore,
we have that P ≃N Q implies P ∼N Q if we could show that C[P] ≃N C[Q ] implies P ∼N Q . To this end, set
R = {(P,Q ) | C[P] ≃N C[Q ]}.
It is sufficient to show thatR is a bisimulation. First of all, it is obvious thatR is an equivalence relation.
Let (P,Q ) ∈ R and P livi−→ µ. Then we have to find some η such that Q livi−→ η and µ ≡R η. Note that C[P] −→ µ1 and
µ1 can be written as
p1/(P1|τ .Ni)\L+ p2/(P2|τ .Ni)\L+ · · · + pn/(Pn|τ .Ni)\L.
AS C[P] ≃N C[Q ], we must have that
C[Q ] −→ η1
andµ1 ≡ ≃N η1. Assume that Rj = (Pj|τ .Ni)\L, 1 6 j 6 n. It yields that Rj −→ 1/Sj, where Sj ≡ (Pj|Ni)\L. Because Sj ↓, there
are some k such that Q
lkvk−→ η and η1 can be written as
q1/(Q1|τ .Nk)\L+ q2/(Q2|τ .Nk)\L+ · · · + qm/(Qm|τ .Nk)\L.
We are now ready to show that i = k. Observe that if i ≠ k, then
Sj −→ 1/S ′ −→ 1/S ′′
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with S ′ = (Pj|τ .(τ .Ki + α))\L and S ′′ = (Pj|(τ .Ki + α))\L. Note that S ′ cannot perform α action and S ′′ can perform it.
Suppose thatWh = (Qh|τ .Nk)\L, 1 6 h 6 m. ThenWh −→ 1/Th with Th = (Qh|Nk)\L. Thus, it forces that
Th −→ 1/T ′ −→ 1/T ′′
and T ′′ = (Qh|(τ .Kk + α))\L. However,
S ′′ −→ 1/S ′′′
where S ′′′ = (Pj|Ki)\L and it is inactive, which could only be matched by
T ′′ −→ 1/T ′′′
with T ′′′ = (Qh|Kk)\L. By Lemma 4.9, it is easy to prove that S ′′′ and T ′′′ are not barbed bisimilar. Then Rj and Wh are not
barbed bisimilar for any j and h. It contradicts µ1 ≡ ≃N η1. Therefore, we get that i = k.
Let us write µ as
p′1/P1 + p′2/P2 + · · · + p′n/Pn
and η as
q′1/Q1 + q′2/Q2 + · · · + q′m/Qm.
In fact, it is obvious that n = m and pk = p′k = qk = q′k = pli(vk|vi) for every 1 6 k 6 n. For any (Rj,Wh) ∈
≃N ,
Rj −→ 1/Sj −→ 1/(Pj|N)\L,
which must be matched by
Wh −→ 1/Th −→ 1/(Qh|N)\L
with (Pj|N)\L ≃N (Qh|N)\L. Thus, by the construction ofR, we have that (Pj,Qh) ∈ R. For the reason that µ1 ≡ ≃N η1 and
pk = p′k = qk = q′k for every k, we get that µ ≡R η.
For the other cases such as P
liv−→ µ or P τ−→ µ, the proofs are simpler and we omit the details here.
By Propositions 4.2 and 4.7(3) and Lemma 4.9, the second assertion of the theorem follows immediately from (1). 
5. A probabilistic modal logic
In the previous sections, we have developed the syntax and semantics of VCCSN , which can be used to describe both
actual systems and their specifications. Like the basic CCS, it is usually better to use different languages for describing actual
systems and their specifications. For example, one may use VCCSN processes to describe actual systems, and some kind of
logic like Hennessy–Milner logic [26] to describe specifications. In this section, following [32] we provide a probabilistic
modal logic for expressing system properties and show its connection with the notion of bisimilarity.
We replace the modalities ⟨α⟩ and [α] in Hennessy–Milner logic with a continuum of modalities of the form ⟨α⟩p, where
α is an action and p ∈ (0, 1] is a probability.
Probabilistic modal logic (PML) formulae over a set Act of actions are given by the following syntax:
F ::= tt | ff | F ∧ G | F ∨ G | ⟨α⟩pF | ∆α,
whereα ∈ Act . Themeaning of a formula is given by characterizing the collection of processes that satisfy it. The satisfaction
relation, written P |= F , can be defined by structural induction on formulae as follows:
(1) P |= tt for each P ∈ Pr;
(2) P |= ff for no P;
(3) P |= F ∧ G if and only if P |= F and P |= G;
(4) P |= F ∨ G if and only if P |= F or P |= G;
(5) P |= ⟨α⟩pF if and only if there exist some µ and S ⊆ Pr such that P α−→ µ, µ(S) > p, and Q |= F for all Q ∈ S;
(6) P |= ∆α if and only if P cannot perform the α action.
The following gives a good connection between PML and bisimilarity.
Theorem 5.1. Two VCCSN processes P and Q are bisimilar if and only if they satisfy the same PML formula.
Proof. We first show the necessity. Suppose that P ∼N Q . It is sufficient to show that P |= F if and only if Q |= F by
structural induction on P . Here we only verify the case P |= ⟨α⟩pF since the remaining cases are simple. By definition, there
exist µ and S ⊆ Pr such that P α−→ µ, µ(S) > p, and P ′ |= F for all P ′ ∈ S. Take S ′ = {T | T ∈ Pr/ ∼N and T ∩ S ≠ ∅}. It
follows that for every P ′′ ∈ S ′, there is a process P ′ ∈ S such that P ′′ ∼N P ′. Since all processes in S satisfy F , we obtain that
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Fig. 3. A protocol for noisy channel.
P ′ |= F . We thus have by induction hypothesis that P ′′ |= F for all P ′′ ∈ S ′. It means thatµ(S ′) > µ(S) since S ⊆ S ′. Note that
S ′ is a union of equivalence classes induced by∼N . It follows from the definition of bisimulation that there is a probabilistic
distribution η satisfying Q
α−→ η and η(S ′) = µ(S ′) > p. Consequently, we have that Q |= ⟨α⟩pF . By the symmetry of∼N ,
we see that P and Q satisfy the same formula.
Conversely, letR = {(P,Q ) | P andQ satisfy the same PML formula}. Obviously,R is an equivalent relation.We continue
showing thatR is a bisimulation. Suppose that (P,Q ) ∈ R, P α−→ µ, and µ(S) = p for some S ∈ Pr/R. Further, assume
that Q
α−→ η and η can be written as
q1/Q1 + q2/Q2 + · · · + qi/Qi + qi+1/Qi+1 + · · · + qk/Qk.
We find that k > 1, that is, Q
α−→ η does exist; otherwise, it is clear that P and Q do not satisfy the same formula. We
assume that the derivatives have been ordered such that Q1, . . . ,Qi ∈ S and Qi+1, . . . ,Qk /∈ S. Thus, we can find PML
formulae Fi+1, . . . , Fk such that S |= Fi+1, . . . , S |= Fk, but Qi+1 2 Fi+1, . . . ,Qk 2 Fk. Assume thatij=1 qj < p. Then we have
that P |= ⟨α⟩p(kj=i+1 Fj), but Q 2 ⟨α⟩p(kj=i+1 Fj). This contradicts the assumption (P,Q ) ∈ R. It forces thatij=1 qj > p,
and we thus have Q
α−→ η with η(S) > µ(S). It means that η(S) > µ(S) for all S ∈ Pr/R. As η(Pr) = µ(Pr) = 1, we
have that η(S) = µ(S) for all S ∈ Pr/R. It follows by definition that P and Q are bisimilar. This completes the proof of the
theorem. 
Let us examine a simple example.
Example 5.1. Consider the following two processes:
P def= (a 3|a(x).([x = 3]c 3+ [x = 5]c 5))\{a} and Q def= τ .c 3.
Obviously, P and Q are not bisimilar whenever pa(3|3) < 1. Hence, in this case we are sure to find a PML formula to
distinguish the two processes. In fact, ⟨τ ⟩1⟨c3⟩1tt is such a PML formula, which describes a process that can perform the τ
action with probability 1 and then send 3 via the channel c with probability 1. This formula is only satisfied by Q , not by P .
6. An extended example
In this section, we give an application of VCCSN to model a communication protocol in the data link layer for computer
network [45].
We first introduce a protocol for a noisy channel. In ourmodel, data frames or acknowledgement framesmay be damaged
in the noisy channel but they would not vanish completely. It means that the receiver may get some erroneous data but
would not lose the data completely. We assume that if a frame is damaged in transit, the receiver hardware will detect this
when it computes the checksum. This protocol can assure the reliable transmission of frames across an error-prone channel.
At the beginning, a sender sends a frame to a receiver via noisy channel nch (see Fig. 3). A frame is composed of four fields:
kind, seq, ack, and info; the first three contain control information and the last one contains actual data to be transferred.
When a frame arrives at the receiver, the hardware computes the checksum. If the checksum is incorrect because of a
transmission error, the data link layer is necessarily informed (ck = 0). If the frame arrived without any damage, the data
link layer is also informed (ck = 1). The sender remembers the sequence number of the next frame to send by a process
(CkAckN), and the receiver remembers the sequence number of the next frame expected by a process (CkSeqN). Then the
receiver can check the sequence number of each arriving frame to see if it is a new frame (ord = 1) or a duplicate (ord = 0)
to be discarded. When a frame containing the correct sequence number arrives, it is accepted and passed to the network
layer via sav channel.
After transmitting a frame, the sender waits for an acknowledgement. There are three possibilities: a damaged
acknowledgement frame (ck = 0), an undamaged acknowledgement frame informing the sender that the data frame is
damaged (ck = 1 and ord = 0), and a valid acknowledgement (ck = 1 and ord = 1). If a valid acknowledgement comes in,
the sender fetches the next packet from its network layer using get channel, puts it in the buffer, overwrites the previous
packet, and also advances the sequence number. Otherwise, neither the buffer nor the sequence number is changed so that
a duplicate can be sent.
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Fig. 4. Data flow between processes.
Wemodel the network as a system of six processes consisting of Send, Receive, CkAckN, CkSeqN, Cksum_S, and Cksum_R.
We suppose that only data channel between the sender and receiver is noisy and the others are noise-free. Then we may
describe the processes as follows:
Send def= nch fr.nch(ac).in1 ac.in1(ck).S2
S2 def= [ck = 1]in2 ac.in2(ord).S3+ [ck = 0]Send
S3 def= [ord = 1]get(fr).Send+ [ord = 0]Send
Receive def= nch(fr).in3 fr.in3(ck).R2
R2 def= [ck = 1]in4 fr.in4(ord).in4(ac).R3+ [ck = 0]in4 fr.in4(ac).nch ac.Receive
R3 def= [ord = 1]nch ⟨ac + 1⟩.sav fr.Receive+ [ord = 0]nch ⟨ac + 1⟩.Receive
Cksum_S def= in1(ac).in1 ck.Cksum_S
CkAckN def= in2(ac).in2 ord.CkAckN
Cksum_R def= in3(fr).in3 ck.Cksum_R
CkSeqN def= in4(fr).in4 ord.in4 ac.CkSeqN.
The observable behaviour of the protocol is obtained by composing the six processes and restricting internal channels
in1, in2, in3, in4, and nch. The corresponding VCCSN expression is
Protocol def= get(fr).Send | Receive | Cksum_S | CkAckN | Cksum_R | CkSeqN\L,
where L = {in1, in2, in3, in4, nch}.
We now use our model to simulate a transmission and wewill see how it assures the reliable transmission of data across
an error-prone channel. When the data link layer accepts a value, it encapsulates the number in a frame by adding some
control information and a checksum, and sends a frame once a time.We simply let the value denote its corresponding frame.
Suppose that pnch(v6|v6) = 0.8, pnch(v8|v6) = 0.2, and pnch(v|v) = 1 for all other values. Suppose that the transmissions
of the first two frames are smooth, and the sender will send v6 as its third frame via the noisy channel, which means that
current sequence number is 3. However, the receiver get v8 incorrectly with probability 0.2. Fig. 4 shows the data flow
among processes after error happens, from which we can see how the protocol works.
7. Conclusion and future work
In order to model some reactive systems in which communication channels are not reliable, we have proposed an
extension of Milner’s VCCS, called value-passing CCS with noisy channels (VCCSN ), in this paper. The syntax of VCCSN is
the same as the usual VCCS and the essential difference between them lies in their semantics: A probabilistic transition
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semantics of VCCSN replaces the standard non-probabilistic one for VCCS. After introducing the reduction operational
semantics and labelled operational semantics of VCCSN , we have introduced several concepts of behavioural equivalences
consisting of barbed bisimilarity, barbed equivalence, barbed congruence, bisimilarity, and full bisimilarity. Various algebraic
laws for themhave been established aswell. Notably, we have obtained a characterization theorem for VCCSN , which asserts
that barbed equivalence and barbed congruence coincide with bisimilarity and full bisimilarity, respectively; its importance
is that it permits the use of the more tractable bisimilarities to verify whether or not two processes are barbed equivalent
or congruent. To describe the properties of VCCSN , we have provided a probabilistic modal logic, and moreover, we have
shown that two processes are bisimilar if and only if they satisfy the same probabilistic modal logic formula. As expected,
all the definitions and theorems established in the paper are exactly the same as those for VCCS when all channels in VCCSN
are noise-free.
There are some problems arising from the present work which are worth further studying. Firstly, in VCCSN the noise is
represented by semantics instead of syntax. In fact, it may also be interesting to embody the noise in syntax by viewing the
noise as a form of probabilistic, guarded input. This is just a different formal presentation of the same thing, but it may help
in connecting to the fairly large number of works on probabilistic process algebra (see, for example, [19,20,23,30,31,33,43]).
Secondly, all behavioural equivalences considered in the paper have been stated in their strong versions; the corresponding
weak versions that ignore invisible internal actions are yet to be addressed. Finally, since the exact behavioural equivalences
considered in the paper are often too restrictive, some approximate behavioural equivalences [11,22,40,46,47,49,50] or
metrics on processes [18,21,15] may be more useful for comparing processes in practice and thus deserve to research.
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